Virtual Compatibility with V-locity

“We have been running Diskeeper for years, and when we began the switch to virtualization using Hyper-V, V-locity was suggested to help improve performance of the VMs. V-locity has proven to be a valuable tool in our virtual environment. It is also a “Set It and Forget It” type of software. The IntelliWrite technology is a huge factor in the overall great disk performance we are seeing on our virtual platforms by preventing most fragmentation from ever occurring. Also, InvisiTasking helps ensure that the defrag process doesn't affect other VMs. We are very pleased with the steady performance state we are seeing from our VMs due to our implementation of V-locity.”

Faye Jasman, Network Administrator Canal Insurance Company

“I love V-locity! The documentation is the greatest. Tech support was very helpful when I had an install question, and got me up and running right away. I’m a happy customer. I was worried that V-locity would have a detrimental impact on my vSphere Disaster Recovery module, but everything is in order. I’ve been monitoring it for a while now and it looks great”.

Steve Wilk, Computer Operations Coordinator
Michigan Works! Southgate Service Center, Downriver Community Conference

“Storage performance relates specifically to disk I/O with regard to both reads and writes. We run a virtual environment with over 100 servers on an EMC CX4 SAN. When I look at disk latency, I’m looking at storage performance. We use V-locity to address issues with disk latency. When data in the Windows VM was fragmented, we saw performance slows on the SAN. But V-locity has completely handled this issue.”

Jason Amick, Assistant Vice-President/Technology, Cornerstone Bank

“V-locity works great. It’s easy to install and then it just runs. It keeps my Hyper-V virtual machines from fragmenting and I never have to worry about it. This is true set it and forget it software”

George Griffin, Network Administrator, The National Republican Congressional Committee

V-locity has helped my environment. Our system was spiking the CPU very high and causing network issues and we had to kill the process to fix the issue. After installed Velocity the problem did not occur again. I see the V-Awareness function as the biggest benefit, and also the improved performance from running this new version. I like the fact that we no longer have to install anything on the ESX host, and the V-locity host user interface which monitors the environment.”

Tom Ruane, IT Manager, Churchill Corporate Services, Inc.